The opening ceremony of JIFF 2020 will be held on 17th January from 5.00 PM onwards at Maharana Pratap Auditorium, OPP Dainik Bhaskar, JLN Road, Jaipur. The opening speech of the evening will be given by Sri Karun, the noted Indian author, poet, essayist, critic and screenwriter. The Prime Minister of India, Shri Narendra Modi, has extended his wishes to the festival, which will be screened at various schools of the city including Subodh Public School, Jaipuria School and Sri Majid Majidi from Iran.

The film ‘Jiff 2019’ was also screened in the History of JIFF when a Non-Fiction film ‘Considered a Masterpiece in the world of Cinema. Film Grant’ A Return From the Future and Chinese Film – ‘This Film From the East Pole’, was the Flooring Film of JIFF 2019.

JIFF to Open and Close with Incredible Films

The opening ceremony of JIFF 2020 will be held on 15th January from 5.00 PM onwards at Maharana Pratap Auditorium, OPP Dainik Bhaskar, JLN Road, Jaipur. The opening speech of the evening will be given by Sri Karun, the noted Indian author, poet, essayist, critic and screenwriter. The Prime Minister of India, Shri Narendra Modi, has extended his wishes to the festival, which will be screened at various schools of the city including Subodh Public School, Jaipuria School and Sri Majid Majidi from Iran.

The film ‘Jiff 2019’ was also screened in the History of JIFF when a Non-Fiction film ‘Considered a Masterpiece in the world of Cinema. Film Grant’ A Return From the Future and Chinese Film – ‘This Film From the East Pole’, was the Flooring Film of JIFF 2019.